The Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University awards two paid summer museum internships for Duke University undergraduates with career interests in art and museum work. Sponsored by the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation and the Trent A. and Susan L. Carmichael Fund, these internships pay up to $2000, and require a commitment of 240 hours (full-time for 6 weeks, or part-time for 12 weeks).

Previous summer interns have:
- Conducted research on works of art in the collection for upcoming exhibitions
- Designed and supervised Education department community outreach
- Worked on an installation inspired by the annual Summer Reading book

To apply submit the following by April 20, 2018:
- a cover letter outlining your goals for the museum internship and how the internship will further your career plans.
- a short resume

Address applications or questions about the internship to:
Nasher Academics
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University
Nasher.academics@duke.edu